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TABLE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Table management
at your fingertips.
Table iQ® offers all of the convenience of the iPad® while providing a smart and powerful tool to manage your dining venue
more effectively.
Now you can manage your dining room with the tip of your
finger. Automatically take full advantage of your seating capacity
and increase table turns while reducing table idle time.

Timeline Manager represents your dining room
seating strategy to efficiently direct the flow of guests,
assign tables and accommodate walk-in traffic.
Working with or without advanced reservations, our patentpending Timeline Manager is constantly monitoring service
period activity and making adjustments in table assignments
in real time. It intelligently allocates tables and continuously
adjusts service durations based on actual guest behavior.
When guests overstay, leave early or don’t show, the
Timeline Manager automatically adjusts upcoming table
assignments to maximize table turns, while taking into
consideration guest’s seating requests, and evenly
distributing covers across servers.

Floor Plan. Customized color floor plans and interactive
table graphics can be sized and rotated to provide you with a
visually appealing representation of your dining room.
Server stations are noted by colored borders, table status is
represented by color changes, timers indicate service duration,
and chairs illuminate to show the number of guests seated at
a table.
Our Recommended Seating feature called the Game Plan,
highlights and “jiggles” tables that meet guest criteria, factoring
in capacity, seating requests and server rotation. So much more
than a pretty picture!

Wait List. View at-a-glance information to assess and manage
guest needs and requests for each service period, including reservation
type, party size, arrival status, special occasion notes, table and/or server
requests, along with arrived, quoted and paged times.
Working with or without advanced reservations, guests can be
located, added or removed in real time. Send text messages when
tables are ready for seating and eliminate those costly pagers.

Parking Lot. Table iQ places unallocated guests in a

priority wait list called the Parking Lot until the flow of traffic can
make accommodating them possible.
Guests in the Parking Lot are automatically updated as the
Recommended Seating feature evaluates traffic flow and
makes seating recommendations based on your prioritized
seating parameters, all in an effort to “empty” the Parking
Lot as quickly as possible.

Service Pulse. A unique analysis and reporting feature that
provides real-time service details, including tables seated and actual
seats occupied; the number of guests awaiting service, in service
and serviced; actual turn rates, bus-to-clear times, table idle times,
number of table turns; and current wait times for parties of two, four
and six, all at a glance.
The Server Ledger gives you the data you need to manage wait
staff, including server arrival times, active covers, active tables, total
covers, total tables, and time last seated. No more guessing about
server rotation, or which server to cut next. The intelligence behind
Table iQ also tracks turn rates by server.
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